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Abstract Periodic arrays of plasmonic nanoantennas can enhance the directionality of light emission of nearby ﬂuorophores and,
therefore, have a great potential for a broad range of applications. Unfortunately, their narrow spectral bandwidth and the anisotropy
of their optical resonances limit the use of these structures in applications such as solid state lighting. In this article, we study an
alternative for periodic structures: Vogel’s golden spirals. These spirals are deterministic structures with an approximate circular
symmetry and a Fourier transform that is much more broadband than that of periodic lattices. Combining k-space polarimetry and
theoretical calculations, we ﬁrst investigate the light scattering from Vogel’s arrays and the coupling between individual nanoantennas.
Next, photoluminescence measurements show that the spirals can enhance the forward emission of incoherent ﬂuorescent sources
embedded in a waveguide that also encloses the spiral. The enhancement occurs over a broad spectral band, proving the potential
of Vogel’s golden spirals for broadband light-emitting devices.
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1. Introduction
The manipulation of light emission using optical antennas
including accelerating spontaneous emission, redirecting
usually omnidirectional ﬂuorescence into narrow beams,
and controlling polarization is an important topic of research for microscopy, spectroscopy and solid-state lighting. [1–12]. The plasmon resonances in optical antennas
guarantees strong effects, albeit at the cost of Ohmic loss. In
addition to single resonant antennas [1–8], one can use arrays of them [9–12], where the position of each antenna is an
additional degree of freedom that can be tailored to achieve
a desired functionality. In particular, periodic lattices of
plasmonic nanoantennas are able to signiﬁcantly enhance
directional emission of nearby ﬂuorophores [10–12]. However, periodic structures have two major drawbacks. First,
the anisotropy of lattices hinders their use in applications
that require cylindrically symmetric sources such as general
lighting. Second, the use of diffractive resonances implies
narrow bandwidth of enhancement (a few nm [11,12]), limiting the efﬁciency of the enhancement for most emitters such
as quantum dots and organic dyes, which usually have large
bandwidths at room temperature. These two drawbacks are
results of the anisotropic and pure-point Fourier transform
of periodic arrays. Therefore, for cylindrically symmetric
and broadband manipulation of light emission, it is useful
to arrange antenna array so that the Fourier transform is
isotropic and broadband.
Deterministic quasi-periodic and aperiodic nanoantenna
arrays with singular continuous or absolute continuous
Fourier transforms [13] are considered a promising alternative design to overcome the limitations of periodic lattices [14–16]. Among these structures, plasmonic Vogel’s
golden spirals [17], like the one shown in Fig. 1(a), have
been proposed as particularly interesting because they exhibit circularly symmetric and broadband light scattering

features [16], as derived from the Fourier transform of the
spiral array, shown in Fig 1(b). In this article, we study
ﬂuorescence enhancement from plasmonic Vogel’s golden
spirals. To this end, we ﬁrst unravel the optical response of
spirals using darkﬁeld microscopy and k-space polarimetry [18–21]. We take into account the polarization response
that is not available in Ref. [16], and investigate how far theoretical modeling should include antenna-antenna interactions. Next, we discuss studies on ﬂuorescent samples where
the spiral is embedded in an organic ﬂuorescent waveguide
layer. Directivity and spectra of ﬂuorescence enhancement
from the spirals are mapped using both Fourier imaging and
Fourier spectral imaging techniques. We demonstrate that
the investigated spirals can enhance the forward emission of
incoherent sources in a waveguide over a very broad spectral
band, which can be beneﬁcial for cylindrically symmetric
and broadband light-emitting devices.

2. Vogel’s spiral
The Vogel’s golden spiral shown in Fig. 1(a) consists of
N = 1000 particles placed according to the generation rule
√
r = a n,
θ = θg · n,

n = 1...N

(1)

where (r, θ ) denotes the polar coordinates of the nth particle, and θg = 137.508° is the golden angle approximated by
ratios of Fibonacci numbers, while a is a constant scaling
parameter [17]. This array has a quasi-isotropic particle distribution with inter-particle separation varying from 1.67a
to 1.75a. As a consequence, the Fourier transform of the
array shown in Fig. 1(b) exhibits concentric double-ring
structures near multiples of 0.59 · 2π/a from the origin,
with ﬁne speckles. Meanwhile, the asymmetries in the array
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result in a dense phase ﬂuctuation in the phase of the Fourier
transform. The ﬁnite thicknesses of the rings in the Fourier
transform suggests broad spectral and angular bandwidths
of the geometric scattering of spirals, much broader than
would appear for periodic lattices that have a pure-point
Fourier transform. It should be noted that for θ slightly
away from θg one obtains handed spirals. In this paper we
limit ourselves to golden spirals, while we have studied
various pitches a, and particles numbers N.
In the limit that multiple scattering can be ignored, the
Fourier transform of a structure is a ﬁrst order approximation
to its diffraction pattern upon illumination with a normal
plane wave. Moreover, if the structure is a plasmon lattice
embedded in a 2D ﬂuorescent waveguide layer, a ﬁrst approximation to the radiation pattern can be simply obtained
from antenna theory [22]. The rationale is that emitters will
dominantly emit into the waveguide mode, meaning that all
emission will be characterized by having an in plane wave
vector k|| of length kWG = nWG ω/c where ω is emission
frequency, c the speed of light and nWG the mode index. The
expected outcoupled light distribution can be constructed
by considering how each in-plane wave vector k|| diffracts,
followed by summation over all excited wave vectors. Mathematically, in the limit of single scattering, this means that
one obtains the radiation pattern by convoluting the spiral
Fourier transform with the wave vector distribution of emission, which is a circle in k-space of radius kWG [23, 24]. As
illustrated in Fig. 1(c), when the propagation constant of
the waveguide mode (kWG ) exactly matches the radius kF
of the ﬁrst ring in the Fourier transform of the structure,
the scattering of the array shifts the waveguide modes by
kF in all directions, resulting in an overlap of the outcoupled waveguide modes at the origin. This intuitive picture
suggests emission enhancement from the spiral array will
appear in the forward direction for appropriately chosen
size parameter. However, this qualitative analysis does not
take into account three factors that may have an signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the emission enhancement. First, coupling between individual antennas can affect the scattering pattern
of the array making the Fourier transform an inaccurate
prediction. Second, the sketch in Fig. 1(c) does not contain
the phase variations in Fig. 1(b), indicating that interference
effects could require further analysis. Finally, an actual device contains an ensemble of incoherent emitters at different
positions relative to the array. The incoherent average of
emission from all emitter positions could result in an emission pattern signiﬁcantly different from emission patterns
that individual sources give. In what follows, we study plasmonic Vogel’s golden spirals to take into account these three
factors.

3. Scattering
In this section, we study the light scattering properties of
Vogel’s golden spirals of gold nanoantennas using darkﬁeld microscopy and k-space polarimetry. The spirals are
fabricated on silica substrates (n = 1.51) using electron
beam lithography (20 kV, ZEP-resist), thermal evaporation
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of Au, and subsequent liftoff. The resulting nanoantennas
have a cylindrical shape and a height of 30 nm. The sample
geometries that we explore include various antenna size,
effective pitch parameter a, and particle number N.
We perform dark-ﬁeld microscopy using a reﬂectionconﬁguration. A halogen lamp is focused by either a 50×
dark ﬁeld objective with NA = 0.8 or a 20× dark ﬁeld
objective with NA = 0.45, illuminating the samples through
the substrate. The same objective collects the back-scattered
light and sends it to a 70/30 beam splitter. A fraction of
70% of the scattered light is transmitted and imaged on a
camera (Image Source DFK 21AU04). The remaining 30%
is reﬂected to a multi-mode ﬁber with a core of 400μm and
NA = 0.39, which is connected to a spectrometer (Avaspec
2048TEC-2-USB2) with a detection wavelength range of
500 to 1000 nm. Fig. 2 shows dark-ﬁeld images of spirals
composed by 55 nm radius antennas with a = 300, 250 and
200 nm, taken with the 50× objective (a-c) and the 20×
objective (e-g) on the camera (identical, ﬁxed white balance
for all images). The qualitative color variations observable
in the images are conﬁrmed by the scattering spectra in
Fig. 2(d) and (h). For a = 300 nm, individual antennas can
be resolved by the 50× objective, which appear as orange
diffraction-limited spots, reﬂecting a localized resonance
of individual antennas at λ ≈ 600 nm. As a decreases, the
spiral structure becomes unresolvable due to the diffraction
limit and, furthermore, the color appearance of the spirals
becomes distinctly different. In particular, we observe three
phenomena. First, we note that the color appearance of the
spirals depends on the location within the spiral. Second, as
the pitch a is reduced, the color impression strongly varies
giving rise, for instance, to deep blue for a = 250 nm in
panel (f) and purple (a combination of blue and red) in
panel (g). Third, the color impression strongly depends on
the numerical aperture of the microscope objectives.
Two possible explanations for these phenomena are that
dipole-dipole coupling between antennas causes resonances
to shift, in the vein of plasmon hybridization [25, 26], or
that diffraction by clusters of the antennas that make up the
spiral is angle dependent, resulting in a difference in the
collection efﬁciency of scattered light depending on color
and pitch. Since in these systems the particle spacing is comparatively large (mean nearest neighbor distance is ∼ 1.7a),
and plasmon hybridization would not give a strong angle
dependence, the dominant effect is diffraction, not shifting
of resonances due to hybridization. The strong dependence
of color appearance on the numerical aperture of the objective corroborates this interpretation. Since illumination is
through the objective mantle, the sample is illuminated by
only a narrow cone of incident angles. Color appearance depends on whether this narrow cone is diffracted into or away
from the objective collection lens. For instance, the apparent
absence of the plasmon feature in the NA=0.45 spectrum
at a = 250 nm and concomitant blue camera appearance is
commensurate with the fact that the strong scattering at the
plasmon resonances is diffracted into large angles outside
the detection cone.
Additional evidence for the conclusion that diffraction is
determining for appearance is provided by two further obser-
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Figure 1 (a) A Vogel’s golden spiral composed by 1000 elements. (b) The absolute value (top, normalized) and phase (bottom) of the
Fourier transform of (a). (c) An illustration of the distribution of waveguide modes outcoupled by a Vogel’s golden spiral.

vations. On the one hand, data taken from bigger antennas
with identical pitch show similar coloration, albeit that the
dark ﬁeld intensity is increased (Fig. s1 in supplementary).
Since diffraction mainly depends on particle spacing while
hybridization would depend on particle size, this observation points at diffraction. On the other hand, the notion that
diffraction given by the local nearest-neighbor distance, or
local cluster geometry, determines appearance is evidenced
by the strong correlation of color appearance with nearest
neighbor distance. The inset in panel 2(c) shows the nearestneighbor distance as a function of the distance to the spiral
center. Small variations of around 15 nm around the mean
(< 5% variations around 340 nm for the a = 200 nm spiral)
correlate directly with the subtle changes in color appearance. We have also studied color appearance in spirals that
are not the golden spiral, but instead have θ = n(θg ± Δθ )
with Δθ in the order of 0.1°, as shown in Fig. s2 of supplementary information. The resulting spirals are not only
handed, but also have more distinct density variations in the
radial direction, as opposed to the quite uniform golden spiral. These non-golden spirals show distinct color variations
that correlate with local particle density.
Having established that golden spirals show strong
diffraction colors, we perform Fourier microscopy to measure the angle-dependent diffraction patterns at normal incidence. For this study we choose antennas with 95 nm
radius for strong scattering intensity, and vary the particle
number N, the pitch parameter a and the wavelength λ .
Figure 3 (a) shows a schematic of the setup, which is similar to that used in Ref. [21, 27]. A super-continuum laser
that is weakly focused by a 10× objective illuminates the
sample from the air side in the normal direction, with the
output wavelength selected by an acousto-optic tunable ﬁlter
(AOTF). A 100× oil immersion objective with a NA = 1.4
collects the scattering from the side of the substrate and
sends it through a telescope. In the center of the telescope,
where the sample is imaged with a magniﬁcation of 25×,
a 200μm pin-hole is used to select light from the central
part of the spiral and block the light transmitted from the
surrounding substrate. Behind the telescope, a Fourier lens
and a tube lens are used to image the back-focal plane of
the objective onto a CCD camera with 1× magniﬁcation.
The Fourier image of the scattering is dominated by the

zero-order transmittance which results in a bright spot in the
center of the Fourier image in addition to a much weaker
ring of diffracted light. To suppress the zero-order transmittance, we place a disk-shaped beam block with a diameter
of ∼ 500 μm in the center of the back focal plane, leaving a
detection range of 0.18k0 < |k| < 1.4k0 . Figure 3(b) shows
a back focal plane image of a spiral with a = 300 nm, illuminated with a vacuum wavelength of λ = 600 nm. The
image presents low intensity for low k (0.18k0 < |k| < k0 ),
surrounded by a distinct bright ring at |k| ≈ 1.1k0 , corresponding to diffraction at angles around 46◦ off the sample
normal into the glass substrate. The position of the ring corresponds well to the Fourier transform in Fig. 1. We verify
that the radius in k-space of the ring scales as expected with
pitch a and wavelength λ , meaning that it remains at the
same |k|/k0 = 0.59λ /a independent of the dimensionless
ratio a/λ , while scaling with both independently, shown in
Fig 3(b-d). As is the case in the calculated structure factor
(Fig. 1(b)), the scattering ring has a speckled appearance.
For a ﬁx set of a and λ , the size of the speckle size is coarsest for least number of particles, reducing with increasing N
from 200 to 1000, as shown in Fig 3(e-g). This agrees with
the fact that, in general, the size of speckles or diffraction
features generated from a radiating object in the Fourier
plane is inversely proportional to its size.
Dark ﬁeld and Fourier microscopy measurements suggest that the spirals are diffractive structures that consist of
essentially uncoupled scatterers. For further conﬁrmation,
we perform k-space polarimetry [18–21]. Two polarimeters,
placed respectively before and after the sample, select the
polarization of the illumination and detection. We obtain
the Stokes parameters (S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 ) of the Fourier images
of the scattering by ﬁxing the illumination polarization and
doing six measurements with different polarimeter settings
in the detection path. Detailed polarimeter settings can be
found in the supplementary information. Figure 4(a-b) show
the Stokes parameters for linearly and circularly polarized
excitation. As shown in Fig. 4(a), for horizontally polarized
input, the total scattering intensity from the spiral (S0 ) resembles its Fourier transform, presenting a distinct, speckled,
circular band. In addition, as a factor apparently multiplying
the Fourier transform, the intensity is high at small kx and
low at large kx . This asymmetry rotates with the incident
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Figure 2 Dark ﬁeld images of spirals with (a)(e) a = 300 nm, (b)(f) 250 nm and (c)(g) 200 nm and dark ﬁeld scattering spectra measured
with (a-d) a 50× objective and (e-h) a 20× objective. (c) is over-plotted with the nearest-neighbor distance for each nanoantenna as a
function of its distance to the center.

polarization, and indicates that the scattering is essentially
the product of the structure factor of the array, and the emission pattern of a linearly polarized dipole oriented along the
incident polarization [24, 27]. At positions where the total
intensity S0 is low, S1 /S0 , S2 /S0 and S3 /S0 have random
values. For most of the positions in the Fourier space where
S0 is above the noise, S1 /S0 is close to 1 and both |S2 /S1 |
and |S3 /S1 | are low, meaning that the polarization of the
scattered light has been mostly preserved. However, near
|kx | = |ky |, |k| = k0 where the image diagonals intersect the
NA = 1 circle, |S1 /S0 | ≈ 0 and |S2 /S0 | ≈ 1 indicating a rotation of the polarization by ∼ 45°. Just outside the NA = 1
circle and at |kx | = |ky | both |S1 /S0 | and |S2 /S0 | are low
and |S3 /S0 | ≈ 1, indicating that circularly polarized light
has been generated despite the linear driving polarization.
For circular input polarization (Fig. 4(b)), the scattered light
shows a scattering pattern that is rotationally symmetric
(S0 ), with essentially circular polarization identical to the
input ﬁeld for |k| < k0 , and conversion to linear polarization
at |k| > k0 . Thanks to the circular symmetry of the spiral,
the Stokes parameters associated to linear polarization, S2
and S1 , are equal to each other but rotated by 45°. We have
veriﬁed that these features remain unchanged when varying
a, barring the expected scaling of the diffraction ring with
a.
To answer the question whether the antenna-antenna
interactions have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the scattering
pattern of the spiral, we model the sample as an array of
point dipoles 15 nm (half the particle thickness) above a substrate. When multiple scattering is weak and the coupling
between the antennas is negligible, the radiation pattern
is essentially the coherent superposition of the radiation
from many identically aligned induced dipoles, which have
a dipole polarization inherited from the incident ﬁeld polarization. Under this assumption, we calculate the scatter-

ing intensity S0 as the product of the array structure factor,
i.e., the Fourier transform, and the single dipole radiation
pattern (acting as form factor). S1 /S0 , S2 /S0 , S3 /S0 are calculated from a single point dipole in the x direction on a
substrate [28, 29]. Fig. 4(c) shows the calculated Stokes parameters of the radiation from a spiral array of uncoupled
point dipoles with equal dipole moment in the horizontal
direction, which have the same distribution for the intensity
and polarization of scattering that we measured, shown in
Fig. 4(a). This implies that the response of the investigated
spiral to the incident ﬁeld can indeed be described as a group
of uncoupled dipoles. Notice that for k ≥ 1, the change of
polarization results from the air-substrate interface instead
of the spiral arrangement. The radiation pattern of a dipole
above a substrate incorporates the Fresnel-coefﬁcient of
the interface. The difference in amplitude of the transmission coefﬁcients for TM and TE polarizations rotates the
polarization and the difference in phase generates circular polarization. Similar agreement between measurement
and a model of uncoupled dipoles that inherit there dipole
moment from the drive polarization has been found with
left-hand circularly polarized input as shown in Fig. 4(d).
The conversion of circular polarization to linear polarization
at |k| > k0 is also a result of the difference in transmission
coefﬁcients. The spiral arrangement only determines the
scattering intensity (S0 ) distribution and has no inﬂuence on
the polarization of scattered light (S1 /S0 , S2 /S0 , S3 /S0 ).

4. Photoluminescence enhancement
In this section, we investigate the photoluminescence (PL)
enhancement of the Vogel’s spirals. A 600 nm polystyrene
layer (n = 1.6 at λ = 600 nm) doped with 3 wt. % dye
molecules (Lumogen Red F305 (BASF)) was spin-coated
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Figure 3 (a) A schematic of the setup for Fourier polarimetry measurement. (b-d) Back focal plane images of light scattering from
spirals with a ﬁx ratio a/λ = 0.5 and N = 1000. (b)a = 300 nm, (c) 350 nm and (d) 400 nm. (e-g) Back focal plane images of light
scattering from spirals with a = 200 nm, λ = 490 nm and different N . (e) N = 200, (f) 400 and (g) 1000. Black lines in (b) illustrate the
shape and position of the beam block.

on the sample, resulting in a waveguide with fundamental TE- and TM-modes with effective refractive index of
nW G ∼ 1.58 in the visible (numbers from mode calculation [30]). The dye molecules have an absorption spectrum
in the green (maximum absorption near 560 nm) and an
emission spectrum in the red (620 nm). The geometry of
a waveguide layer with this dye was chosen because it has
been shown to be very effective for directional photoluminescence enhancements when used in conjunction with
periodic plasmon particle arrays [11]. In order to outcouple the waveguide modes into the forward direction, we
choose a to be around 225 nm, as for this pitch the ﬁrst ring
in the Fourier transform occurs at 1.58k0 for the emission
wavelength, which overlaps with the waveguide modes in
k-space, commensurate with the directional out-coupling
criterion constructed in Fig.1(c).
We performed Fourier-plane microscopy on the PL using the same setup as in the scattering measurements but

without polarimeters. The sample was excited with wavelength of 550 nm and the emission wavelengths was selected
with a 10 nm bandpass ﬁlter at 620 nm. Figure 5(a) shows
the Fourier image of PL from a dye layer on a bare substrate used as reference. The Fourier image appears as a
disk with a size determined by the NA of the objective
and high intensity at 1 < |k| < NA, which agrees with the
emission pattern expected from an ensemble of randomly
oriented dipoles in a waveguide [29]. Figure 5(b) shows the
Fourier image of PL from the dye layer on the spiral with
a = 225 nm and Fig. 5(c) shows a comparison between the
PL from the spiral sample and the reference in an image
slice taken at ky = 0. The emission in the forward direction
is signiﬁcantly enhanced due to out-coupling of the waveguide modes through diffraction by the spiral. We calculate
the PL enhancement (PLE) by dividing the spiral-enhanced
PL by the reference PL. Figure 6 shows the measured PLE
of spirals with a = 200, 225, 250 and 275 nm. All the spi-
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Figure 4 Measured (a-b) and calculated (c-d) Stokes parameters of the scattered light from the spiral with (a) and (b) horizontally and
(c) and (d) left-handed circularly polarized input. a = 400 nm, N = 1000.

rals show circularly symmetric PLE at small |kk |, with PLE
enhancement values from 1.5 to 2. With increasing a, the
enhancement shifts from being a ring |kk | ≈ 0.2k0 (8° in the
glass) to a central maximum at |kk | = 0 and increases until
it is maximized in the forward direction with a = 225 nm.

For a = 250 nm, the enhancement decreases and furthermore reverts to being a ring at |kk | ≈ 0.3k0 (11° in the glass).
Stokes parameter polarimetry measurements of the output
show that the enhanced ﬂuorescence intensity is entirely
unpolarized, as might be naively expected from a random
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Figure 5 Measured Fourier images of ﬂuorescence at λ =620 nm from (a) the reference, which is a 600 nm dye layer (b) and the same
dye layer on the spiral. a = 225 nm, N = 1000. (c) Cuts from (a) and (b) at ky = 0, plotted with the same scale of the colorbar.

ensemble of emitters and a plasmonic structure with no
preferential orientation [31]. This is a remarkable difference
of the investigated spiral arrays from periodic arrays, from
which the diffractive surface lattice resonances can carry a
strong polarization signature [32].
We model the dispersion of the enhancement by assuming the nanoantenna array as a group of identical uncoupled
point dipoles that coherently radiate into the far ﬁeld, after
having been driven by a point source that isotropically excites the waveguide mode supported by the dye layer, and
that mimics a ﬂuorophore. According to radio wave antenna
theory, if the induced dipole moment of an antenna at location r is p = αED (rr ), with local driving ﬁeld ED (rr ) and
scalar polarizability of each nanoantenna α, the radiation
pattern follows by summation over all antennas
E(k|| ) ∝

∑

n∈spiral

∝α

ED (rr n )αe−ikk|| ·rr n



plane

ED (r) ·

∑

n∈spiral

δ (r − rn )e−ikk|| ·rr ,

(2)

with r n the position of each nanoantenna. In this expression a common prefactor that is a spherical wave has been
suppressed. Using the convolution theorem, the far ﬁeld
distribution is the convolution of the driving ﬁeld ED transformed to k-space, and the Fourier transform (F ) of the
spiral structure, i.e.
E(kk || ) ∝ F [ED ]  F [

∑

n∈spiral

δ (rr n )].

(3)

In our sample, the driving ﬁeld is dominated by the waveguide modes generated by the ﬂuorescence of randomly distributed incoherent dye molecules. For an emitter located
at the origin that predominantly emitted into the waveguide
mode, the driving ﬁeld in k-space simply is a circle with
radius given by the waveguide mode index. More formally
stated, it is approximated as the Fourier space representation of the 2D Green function of the Helmholtz equation,
2 k2 |−1 , with n
i.e., |kk 2 − nW
W G the mode index. The emitG 0
ted power (Pk = |Ek |2 ) as calculated from the convolution
is expected to be a speckled ring at large wave vector and
low intensity at the origin as shown in Fig. 6(e-h). In earlier

work on periodic plasmon array systems it has been reported
that the radiation pattern of a single emitter in the unit cell
already predicts very well the radiation pattern of an incoherent ensemble [23]. Instead, here we see a striking difference
between the measured ensemble-averaged pattern, and the
distribution of emission that one would expect for just a
single source at the origin. This contradiction indicates that
(i) the dense ﬂuctuation in the phase of the Fourier transform has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence and (ii) likely, emitters in
different positions result in a very different emission pattern
in terms of amplitude and phase. Indeed, the predictions in
Fig. 6(e-h) show angularly narrow speckle, and destructive
interference that suppresses the forward emission, while for
other source positions we predict quite different patterns.
Therefore, to make a more accurate prediction, we need to
consider an incoherent sum of contributions from random
source positions.
The Fourier shift theorem states that a shift in position
by r D of the driving source only results in a phase shift of
the Fourier transform of the driving ﬁeld [23] as:
F [ED (rr D )] = eikk|| ·rr D F [ED (0)].

(4)

Thus, the total emission power from an ensemble of randomly distributed incoherent source can be calculated as:

Pk || ∝




2


 ikk|| ·rr D

drr D e
F [ED (0)]  F [ ∑ δ (rr n )] . (5)


n∈spiral

By expanding |.|2 as a product, writing out the convolution
integrals and then switching the order of integration, we can
simplify the above formula to
Pk ∝ |F [ED (0)]|2  |F [

∑

n∈spiral

δ (rr n )]|2 .

(6)

This is a generally useful and remarkable result for periodic and non-periodic plasmonic array structures aimed at
controlling the directivity of random uniformly distributed
ensembles of incoherent emitters. It states that, while the
radiation pattern of a single emitter is given by the k-space
convolution of the single emitter ﬁeld and the complex structure factor, the radiation pattern of the incoherent ensemble
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Figure 6 Fourier images of PLE on a 600 nm dye layer from spirals. (a-d) are measurement results. (e-h) are calculated from Eq. 3
and (i-l) are calculated from Eq. 6. (a)(e)(i) a = 200 nm, (b)(f)(j) 225 nm, (c)(g)(k) 250 nm, (d)(h)(l) 275 nm. (e-h) are normalized to the
maximum of (f). (i-l) are normalized to the maximum of (j). N = 1000.

is the k-space convolution of the single emitter intensity
and the absolute value squared of the structure factor. Practically, this means that the rapid phase ﬂuctuations in Fig. 1(b)
simply average out. Fig. 6 (i-l) show the calculated emission patterns for the four measured spirals assuming such
incoherent averaging. We ﬁnd excellent agreement with the
measurements in terms of enhancement position and relative
strength. We conclude that, while spirals are not very suited
for beam shaping of single emitters because of their tendency to imprint a rapidly ﬂuctuating amplitude and phase
pattern, in fact on the ensemble level the investigated spirals
are able to out-couple ensemble emission in a phosphor
layer in a directional manner.
Finally we study the bandwidth of the enhancement. We
measure the Fourier spectra of the four spirals using the
setup of Ref. [33]. The spirals are excited from the substrate
side through a 100×/ 1.45NA objective using a 532 nm
microchip laser (Teem Photonics, type STG-03E-1S0). The
laser is focused near the backfocal plane of the objective and
an iris is used to ensure that the whole spiral, but no region
around it, is illuminated. The emission is collected by the
same objective. After removing laser light by a longpass ﬁl-

ter (cut-off at 550 nm), the backfocal plane of the objective is
imaged on the entrance plane of a Shamrock 303i spectrometer with an iDus CCD camera. The slit of the spectrometer
is placed at the center of the Fourier image to select the
emission near kx = 0. Using the spectrometer CCD in imaging mode, we are thus able to obtain a spectrally resolved
Fourier image, with emission intensity as a function of ky
and λ . Dividing the Fourier spectra images from the dye
layer on spirals by the images from the reference, we obtain
the PLE. Figures 7(a-f) show PLE for samples with 6 different pitches, plotted as function of dimensionless parameter
ky · a and dimensionless frequency ωa/2πc = a/λ . Under
the condition of negligible dispersion in the waveguide index, one would expect this scaling to align the diffractive
features in all samples. Indeed, according to Eq. 5, the PLE
has approximately the same dependence on k and a/λ for
all the four spirals. The maximum value of enhancement
is slightly below that in Fig. 6, which we attribute to a difference in pump wavelength and angle. Nevertheless, the
dispersion of the enhancement agrees well. The enhancement is maximized at ky · a = 0 and a/λ ≈ 0.36 (a = 225
nm for λ = 620 nm) and then shifts to larger ky · a as a/λ
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continues increasing. At a/λ ≈ 0.36 the photoluminescence
at small angle is suppressed.
With the same model used for Fig. 6(i-l), we obtain
the theoretical dispersion of PLE in Fig. 7(g), which again
agrees with the measurement result in terms of both the
position of the enhancement and the relative strength of
the enhancement. Both the experiment and theory show
a broadband enhancement near the forward direction over
a/λ = 0.34 to 0.38, corresponding to a bandwidth of around
60 nm for a ≈ 200 nm, much larger than the bandwidth reported for periodic structures. This bandwidth makes spirals
suitable for enhanced directional emission of many promising light-emitting devices that use quantum dots [34–37]
and organic dyes for conversion to white light. These ﬂuorophores have a typical bandwidth of 30 − 100 nm at room
temperature.
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that of single dipole scatterers at the air-substrate interface.
Finally we have measured and modeled the directional ﬂuorescence enhancement from the spirals. We demonstrate that
the spirals can enhance the forward emission from incoherent sources in a waveguide by out-coupling the waveguide
modes. While modest in magnitude, the enhancement spans
over a wide spectral band of around 60 nm and therefore
can be useful for emitters with a relevant bandwidth. The
strength of the enhancement, can be boosted through the design of each of the nanoantennas. For example, optimizing
the shape, size and material of the nanoantennas can increase the scattering strength and therefore further enhance
the out-coupling. We further note that the enhancement is
only dependent on the amplitude of the Fourier transform
and not the phase. Therefore, similar ideas could be pursued in other structures with similar strongly banded rotationally symmetric structure factors, such as hyperuniform
lattices. [38, 39]
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Figure 7 Measured Fourier spectra of Fluorescence enhancement on the 600 nm dye layer from spirals with (a) a = 300 nm
(b) 275 nm, (c) 250 nm, (d) 225 nm, (e) 200 nm and (f) 175 nm,
N = 1000. (e) Emission enhancement predicted from Eq. 6 normalized to the maximum.

5. Conclusion
We have fabricated Au nano-antenna arrays arranged as Vogel’s golden spirals and characterized their scattering properties using dark ﬁeld microscopy and k-space polarimetry
microscopy. The dark ﬁeld images reveal a localized surface
plasmon resonance near 600 nm for individual nanoantennas
in the spirals, yet strong diffractive coloring for spirals with
a < 300 nm. Comparing Fourier-space polarimetry results
with a theoretical model, we have furthermore concluded
that the investigated spirals (a = 400 nm) react to the incident ﬁeld as uncoupled dipole arrays, meaning that one
obtains scattering pattern determined by the spiral Fourier
transform, and polarization characteristics inherited from
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